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About This Game

Crush Enemies with your Sniping Skills in the Immersive Sharpshooter : Sniper Rust VR!

Toughen Up! Become an Elite Sniper and Embark on a Dangerous Mission Against a Global Insurgency in this hair-raising,
breath taking Virtual Reality First-Person Sniping Experience where any shot could be your last!

Mission Details

The players have spoken! We’ve heard your feedback, and updated Sniper Rust VR with some of the most popular requests.
Get back in the action with:

  Cutting-Edge Weaponry - Stalk your prey with a plethora of lethal firearms, locked and loaded with special functions
suited for specific occasions. Available weapons include real-world guns like the DSR-50 and SVD sniper rifle, as well
as the MaC-7, which was inspired by the CheyTac M200, and the Scout Rifle-inspired DG-5000.

 Death-Dealing Enemy Troops and Vehicular Combatants - Diverse enemy classes make every playable mission a
challenge: be wary of well-concealed snipers, air/group assaults and traps behind enemy lines.

 Immersive Virtual Reality Experience - With numerous uniquely designed environments to explore — including ports,
forests, mountains, deserts and even ancient temples — you’ll feel like you’re truly part of Sniper Rust VR’s virtual
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world! Although with multiple, varied objectives to complete on your adventure, there’ll hardly be time to take in the
sights.

 A new bonus level – ready for a new challenge? New enemies lay in wait – and so does a new firearm for you to
dispatch them with.

 New cover mechanics – catch your breath and stay out of sight by ducking behind crates, barrels, and pallets. When the
bullets stop, you go.

 Gun recoil – every shot counts. Feel the power of your firearm each time you pull the trigger.

 Updated graphics – see the environment come to life with a graphical overhaul and more realistic lighting and shadows.

 Achievements – get recognized for your excellence with 10 new player achievements, and get rewarded with killer
customization options: 2 new skins for each gun & 2 new gloves.

 Action-Packed Soundtrack - Intense orchestral sounds composed by John Leonard French are the perfect
accompaniment for the game’s thrilling, edge-of-your-seat action sequences.

Sniper Rust VR is now available for HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, and Steam headsets. Get your gear and get in the game!
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Title: Sniper Rust VR
Genre: Action
Developer:
Zatun Game Studio
Publisher:
Zatun Game Studio
Release Date: 19 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i5-4460 CPU @ 3.20 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 4GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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This is an underrated game, built more for a niche audience and only providing short bursts of play before getting tiresome.
Space fans and those of the gaming community starving for a true successor to the Homeworld series might find some value out
of the overly simplistic space combat.

Technically a rogue-like game a la Oregon Trail or Rogue Legacy, Weird Worlds' item collection and map generation keep you
entertained for a time before you realize that each play session varies little compared to the next. The small amount of items and
ships don't help it.

If you're starving for a good space combat sim, keep waiting.. I enjoy Tower Defense games, though it is not a "favorite" genre
of mine.
That said, this is actually an enjoyable little game, if you don't mind that you will have to grind for gems to upgrade weapons,
towers and your base, and want a TD game that isn't Medieval in setting.

The more futuristic alien planet vibe is nice, Very nice art (quite pretty, actually), and good sounds that fit the weapons and
invaders well. In particular the "oof oof oof" sounds as they are hit by weapons fire, and the sound they make as they die is
amusing.

The story, if you call it that, is a bit shallow, and the bits between rounds do seem to flash by quickly at times, but if they lasted
any longer you might get tired of looking at them as the game loads the next scenario.

Not a game I will ever put 10 hours/day into, but good fun for short sessions, and a breather from other games i play. The
difficulty progression seems fair for now, but I am not terribly far into the game, so it may ramp up quite a bit later and catch
me off-guard. We'll see. Being able to replay scenarios to grind for gems for upgrades is nice, you can pick a favorite map and
replay it as much as you like, to get those gems. I'd say at the beginning it feels a bit more "casual" than many other TD games I
have played, we'll see if it stays "casual" as i progress to the final maps. It has a good tutorial for new TD game players, though it
is a tad annoying if you are more familiar with the genre. Quick note: you do NOT have to place towers, factories, mines,
concrete blocks and such where the tutorial arrows tell you to put them, you can place them where you like on the green sections
of the playing grid. Factories are the exception, they have specific spots they can be placed in, and you need to be careful
placing them in areas where you can fit more than one, to leave space for the next and maybe the one after. Being able to disable
the tutorial is a feature I wish the game had, but it is a minor annoyance to me, at most.

TL;DR- fun little Tower Defense game, with a nice futuristic setting, that is worth a play if you like TD games, and don't mind
grinding a bit. Worth full price? Sure. The per hour cost is not high, and I can see it going down as I try to progress and work
toward that 100%. Yes, it has Trading Cards, which have little market value (means a fairly cheap badge if you are lucky
enough to not get duplicate drops). On sale, grab it if you like a more "casual" TD game.. Fun game, very flawed. You have 10
seconds has a pretty simple concept, beat the level in under 10 seconds, a cute and fun concept, but it also has a issues most
levels aren't that memorable, they just feel like cookie cutter levels, also, the physics \/ level design aren't good, one levels is a
walk in the park the next is frustrating.
Pros
-Fun
-Quick
Cons
-Level Design\/Physics need to be improved
-Most levels felt like gimmicks
6\/10. Lovely little indie platformer, collecting heads is basically my life now.. Underrated indie game with good dlc that
expands the game time with a good chunk of story
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The devs obviously sat down and watched that one scene in Aliens and said "Let's make a game about that." You're Lieutenant
William Gorman!

Taken directly in that context, this game succeeds quite well atmospherically. The console is chunky lo-fi-sci-fi and the
viewscreen reminds of the installation map they looked at in the movie. This is a nice way for an indie developer to get away
with less compelling graphics in the viewscreen. The game continually reminds you that you're not personally with the squad.
Your video, audio, data connections fluctuate and commands sometimes aren't heard.

The gameplay is quite good in that you have a small squad of highly specialized guys (you can customize them a bunch) and you
have to micromanage them carefully to succeed. The game is very challenging but I find I've usually lost due to a moment of
carelessness, in classic roguelike fashion.

Excellent replayability. I've won, I've lost many times, and I'm still playing it and having new experiences each time. It's
enjoyable to fail, tweak your squad members, and try again.

The flavor text generation is a nice touch. The ship logs, the overarching story, the alien descriptions, the enemy characteristics,
and the lengthy descriptions for all of the above, are quite well done. Though much of it doesn't really matter from a gameplay
perspective I still enjoy reading about it.

The enemies are different each game, sometimes quite substantially. It might be ice zombies, ethereal specters, leaping hordes,
etc. Between each of the 4 ships in the campaign, you have a chance to buy equipment. Your purchasing decisions are based
largely on how well you have investigated the ships, and how much you have learned about the enemy's strengths and
weaknesses. Reading the logs is really quite important, and making decisions based on them will make or break your campaign.

Recommended!. another evonylike game not worth the time to download.. Cannot recommend this mod at this point of
develpment state.

First of all, it doesn't start very well. Either have to launch it several times to get it going, or having to add a command line in the
vanilla CoH properties to get it to go. Second, i never finsihed a single match. I tried it four times now, and it crashed about 30
minutes into the game every single time.

The core idea of the mod is good, i like it. Interesting units. And it could be fun, wouldn't it be for the obvious issues.
Unfortunately all units just have the standard speech. Japanese sounding like germans, etc.

Overall i feel like there might be a chinese bias in this game. the chinese LMG pretty much supresses instanly, whereas enemies
can literally walk right up to the japanese LMG without getting supressed at all up to that point.

As well as the british expeditionary force seem too strong for an early unit, since the japanese don't have any equally strong unit
to counter it.

The maps this mod brings are kind of flawed. Some have weird squares on the minimap which aren't supposed to be there. As
well as imbalacement of the capture points. One example would be the "Nankin Suburban" map, where the chinese side has one
+5 fuel, and three +10 fuel, and the japanese side as only one +5 fuel. There is one more +16 fuel but since that is pretty much
in the middle of the map, it could be counted towards anyone. So, clearly major unbalancement there.

I hope they will work this mod over. I'd like to play it. But it's not very enjoyable as of now.. Better soundtrack than undertale..
Splitted into 4 or 5 chapters or so. The first one or two Interestingly break with some conventions and purposefully ask the
player to ignore rules seemingly set up previously. The following chapters switch perspectives between various "charactes"
(which are personified in similar ways as done in "Thomas Was Alone") and tell their interweaving relationships. It's about
(flawed, unfullfilled) love, loss, misunderstanding and about some fates ending and others beginning. It's even more minimalistic
than Thomas Was Alone. There is only one music track, no narration/voice acting, and barely any other audio. The game is
offering less varied visuals than Thomas Was Alone. It was an interesting play, but a short one. Steam tells me I have 1 hour on
it, should be about right, and I'm done with it already. Not sure if I would recommend it to buy at it's current full price for it's
shortness and lack of challenge. It's very easy to play, mostly relaxing, except for the last chapter which has more difficult
platforming parts, they are becoming some detailed jump work and spacebar hitting towards the end. Some of them may be
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close to frustrating, one or two for the wrong reasons perhaps, like your "character" clipping through boxes he jumps on into
pits of fire. More chapters seem to be planned. The story could be seen as finished mostly, though the last chapter leaves some
questions open regarding the perspective of one character and so I'm curious to see some more chapters added.. Absurd...

This game I wouldn't even recommend if you enjoy playing JRPG or adding numbers into your list. When you have a "training"
level that actually get you stuck with no point of return. You know that is a overlooked flaw that has not been fixed at all. The
story isn't really compelling and overall the game's world feel boring.

I, however, will give the art style an A+ for at least putting some originality and that gothic vibe to it but that is where it ends.
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